
 

     M2Desk  
the multimedia revolution at school

Not just a computer, but a comprehensive, innova-
tive, and unique IT-concept. Cost effective, ergonomi-

cally sound, and user friendly, the M2Desk ensures an  
optimal integration of the computer within the classroom. 

Now available for every IT-coordinator, teacher and tutor.

Your lessons will never be the same with M2Desk 



M2Desk, IT, and the educational concept of the 21st century
At first no one would notice a difference in a classroom equipped with M2Desk tabletops. Until the teacher acti-

vates the digiboard, and the students transform their table, with only the push of two buttons installed at the rear 

end of the table, into a multimedia workspace. They will position their screen at a comfortable distance, height, and  

a proper angle, while the table surface remains fully available. With M2Desk every student will have their own  

computer at their disposal at any time. Thus creating a classroom dynamic that characterizes modern education 

within the 21st century.  

       

The added value of M2Desk at school
M2Desk was created based on years of experience within IT and education; key elements were  

didactic value, integration of IT within the educational process and user friendliness. The use of  

digital learning material will only succeed when IT-management is in line with the educational  

vision. A teacher who is able to use IT in a proper way enhances the quality of education. Positive 

effects will only occur if teachers are adequately equipped. M2Desk is therefore an indispensa-

ble tool to fully integrate the computer in any type of education.

The didactic value of a M2Desk within the classroom
M2Desk offers teachers within primary and secondary education a strong didac-

tic tool. Students will have access to their computer in the same way as they have  

access to their books. The inventive construction leaves the table surface fully  

available to work with both book and computer. Naturalness in using book and compu-

ter alternately to complement and reinforce each other is born.

With M2Desk adaptive education, independent learning, and cross-group 

working will become an essential part of the educational process within  

primary schools. Students within secondary schools and  vocational educa-

tion are actively involved in planning the learning activities, and will be able to  

absorb the curriculum adequately.

Teachers and tutors who use the digiboard will have an overview of activi-

ties and progress of theirs students at any time. This because M2Desk 

provides a fully controllable environment. On the digiboard they can 

show or take over all student screens, individual student screens or 

the teacher/tutor’s screen. Thus they can respond, at any time, to 

the actions of their students. Interaction between teacher, tutor and 

student will always remain an essential part of education.

M2Desk within education 
a multimedia workspace looks to the future



Working with the M2Desk on a daily basis
The students will work with the computer as if it is the most natural thing in the world. They 

enter the classroom, get a battery from the recharger, put it into the M2Desk and start  

working immediately. Whether the student is reading, writing, making a test, or doing math, 

the screen can be placed in any desired way. There is even a way to situate the screen to 

prevent cheating. And at the end of the day, the students just put the battery back into 

the recharger. The next day, the M2Desk will be ready for use again.

The M2Desk in the classroom
The M2Desk is completely cordless and wireless. Placing the M2Desks in the class-

room is therefore completely carefree. Moreover, M2Desk can be moved with 

little effort. The class can be divided, for example, in small groups consisting of 4 

or 6 students, or in rows, whatever you prefer. 

For every type of school
The M2Desk is suited for every type of school and can be fixed to both new and 

existing table bases. That means that the M2Desk is easily integrated into  

every classroom.

The M2Desk is infinitely adjustable in height, distance 

and angle, and offers the possibility to fix the screen in 

various positions. Reading from a screen requires a 

very different posture compared to writing a document,  

taking a test or reading a text. 

It was decided that a tablet should be integrated into 

the tabletop, and that the mouse should be controlled by  

using a digital pen. This way of working provides a proper 

posture and viewing distance for the student. Working 

with the digital pen is provides a continual support of 

the arm, and thus M2Desk contributes to the preven-

tion and combating of RSI. The revolutionary, patented  

adjustable screen in combination with the controls 

used ensure the highest possible ergonomic com-

fort. M2Desk therefore complies, as opposed to 

using a laptop or netbook, with the highest ARBO 

(Health and safety) regulations. 

The tabletop remains flexible in workspace due to 

the thin and wireless keyboard, and remains fully 

usable, even if the screen is flipped open. Addition-

ally, M2Desk generates no sound and no heat, 

which contributes significantly to the special work-

ing comfort of M2Desk.

The ergonomics of M2Desk



100% cordless
The school should be able to use M2Desk throughout 

an entire day, which is why the M2Desk is provided with 

a high capacity battery. M2Desk will be delivered with 

an intelligent battery charger that not only charges but 

also discharges (calibrates), thus providing the battery 

with a longer lifespan and capacity conservation. The 

battery lifespan of a 6 cell battery is 5 hours, a 9 cells 

battery 8 hours, depending on hardware parts. Both 

batteries can be put in the M2Desk charger.      

100% wireless 
M2Desk employs professional wireless technolo-

gies, without making any concessions to the required  

stability and performance. Different access points will 

be installed within the classroom, which will be con-

trolled by a managing multimedia Wireless switch. This 

switch distributes, among others, the users according 

to number of users and their need over the different 

access points. 

100% stable software
The software of M2Desk aims at system stability. With 

M2Desk-restart the M2Desk is put, after it is switched 

off, back in its original and stable software preset  

situation. M2Desk-restart also prevents contamination 

of the system, to keep performance optimal throughout 

the years. M2Desk can be supplied with Windows XP or  

Windows 7.

HR-TouchScreen
M2Desk can be equipped with a M2Desk HR-TouchScreen. The high resolution and  

accuracy of this screen makes it possible that real writing exercises are performed on 

the M2Desk. The hand can rest upon the screen, the pen has the correct balance and 

the friction of the screen is perfectly tuned – providing a natural roughness, like a 

piece of paper. In addition, a keyboard can be displayed on the screen, making both 

mouse and keyboard superfluous.

Built-in M2Desk
The M2Desk is also available as a built-in unit. This unit can be built into any 

tabletop, desk or furniture. For example, are your computers standing on a 

long board alongside the wall? You can easily replace these with the built-

in units of M2Desk and immediately enjoy the educational and technical 

benefits of working with the M2Desk within the classroom.

M2Desk is very low in energy use, therefore the built-in unit 

can also be powered by data cables. No additional power 

equipment is necessary, only one single wire goes to each 

M2Desk computer.



     M2desk  
sustainable, energy efficient, and cost effective
Saving energy

M2Desk has a power of only 10 Watts. Compared to the average 250 Watts computer with a TFT screen, M2Desk 

reduces power use by 25 times. Not only is this better for the environment, but it also has a positive effect on the bat-

tery lifespan and levels the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) of the M2Desk to that of an average workstation, laptop or 

netbook. No additional generators are needed, and air conditioning is not necessary as the M2Desk does not generate 

heat. Moreover, you will save on security costs as M2Desk is not prone to theft.

Saving installation costs

There is no separate computer classroom needed with specially designed furniture. Available spaces within the school 

can be used more efficiently. 

Saving on school supplies

M2Desk offers the opportunity to work digitally within the classroom: paper, pens, notebooks, and methodical consuma-

bles will become obsolete.

Saving on management

A major cost is computer management. By using special software, “M2Desk restart”, managing computers will  

become easy. Therefore, teachers working with IT will have time to focus on the implementation and the educational 

side of IT.

Implementation of M2Desk within the classroom
Together with a proper use of time and budget in relation to the technical and educational imple-

mentation and guidance, the multimedia student table of M2Desk will make your IT-dream come 

true. M2Desk provides the tools and grips in form of professional guidance to make every 

M2Desk an educational success. Every teacher, lecturer and IT-coordinator will receive a 

basic information folder with the implementation process, technical and substantive in-

formation about M2Desk, and contact details. Moreover, M2Desk will provide an online 

environment in which teachers will find teaching materials and where they can share  

experiences. 

M2Desk also provides professional support with intensive supervision, instruc-

tion, peer-to-peer and workshops. M2Desk has a close work relation with certified  

educational experts, educational consultants, and school support services; 

all working according to our instructional materials and information docu-

ments. 

Experienced teachers within primary and secondary education, people 

who know the meaning of education, will understand, as no other, your 

role as a teacher or tutor, Especially when it comes to the best use 

of the computer as an instrument of improving the quality of edu-

cation in general, and that of your students in particular.

AppStore
In our Appstore, programs 

are grouped by type of educa-

tion, application, and discipline. 

With only a push of a button, 

after which the software installs 

automatically, you can get started. 

Please visit our AppStore for addi-

tional information, where you can find 

everything about our available applica-

tions, prices, methods of procurement and 

further details.



M2Desk is a young and innovative Dutch company with a unique Dutch 

product: a multimedia computer fully integrated into the tabletop. Every 

student in your class can have his or her own computer in an instant, while 

you (as a teacher) will have an effective didactic tool at your disposal – with 

all the advantages that this unique educational concept brings.

 • Peace and extra space within the classroom

 • Improved ergonomics with a correct posture

 • Optimal integration of the computer within the classroom

 • Complete overview for teacher or tutor

 • Efficient use of methodical software

 • More attention for the individual student

 • Differentiated learning is possible

 • Improving the quality of education

 • Significant cost savings

 • 100% wireless, cordless and stable software

Partners
M2Desks has a close work relation with partners in different areas of expertise, 

such as educational publishers, experts in education, furniture suppliers, and  

IT-suppliers. M2Desk is always interested in new collaborations. If you would like 

to become a partner, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Dealers
M2Desk works with certified dealers only. In this way we guarantee quality, 

expertise, and uniformity. Please check our website whether your supplier 

is an affiliate of us. If not, please contact us.

Worldwide patent
The logo and brandname of M2Desk is protected. M2Desk has 

a worldwide patent and has a European registered community  

design.

M2Desk B.V.

Medeaschouw 122    

2726 KT Zoetermeer

The Netherlands

T  +31 (0)79 343 6313    

F  +31 (0)79 343 6265    

E   info@m2desk.com     

www.m2desk.com

Visiting address:

Wattstraat 44

2723 RC Zoetermeer

The Netherlands

M2Desk, a unique IT-concept 
   for any type of education 


